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LHC status
The Run2 of the LHC reached important milestone 

Reliable operations with 6.5 TeV beams and 25ns bunch spacing 
Reached design luminosity 1034 cm-2 s-1 … and doubled it 
A total of ~160 fb-1 delivered to ATLAS and CMS at √s = 13 TeV

Exceptional data taking (94%) and data quality (95%) efficiencies thanks to highly committed 
operator and shifter teams. Integrated luminosity in Run-2 measured to 1.7% (2.5%) precision 

Simone Amoroso (DESY) Precision SM measurements at the LHC RADCORR19
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Pile-up
High luminosity comes with high pile-up 

Multiple events overlap with the main hard interaction and several vertices 
are reconstructed in the detectors  

Maximum pileup of ~60 events until now (up to three times above 
design) 
Mitigation measures adopted to reduce the effect of PU on the 
measurement of the main interaction 

Event displays showing a Z!ll candidate produced 
with 65 reconstructed proton-proton collisions  
(top: 100 MeV tracks, bottom 1 GeV tracks) 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/LuminosityPublicResultsRun2

ATLAS-CONF-2019-021 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/LuminosityPublicResultsRun2


Achieved excellent reconstruction and calibration performance 
up to very large pileup values 
Improvements to calibrations, understanding of efficiencies, etc. 
Currently have reached (over a large pt range), for example: 
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Objects calibrations

Widespread use of machine 

~few per-mill uncertainty on lepton 
efficiency thanks to the large Z/W samples

Percent precision on hadronic objects
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The “everything” factory

Particle Produced in 139 fb-1 at √s = 13 TeV

Higgs boson 7.7 millions

Top quark 275 millions

Single top quark 50 millions

Z boson 2.8 billions 290 millions leptonic

W boson 12 billions 3.7 billions leptonic

Bottom quark ~40 trillions

Huge data sample collected allows: 
High-precision Higgs and other Standard Model measurements  
Observation of very rare SM processes 
Exploration of new physics via direct and indirect measurements 

From A. Hoecker @ EPS 2019

https://indico.cern.ch/event/577856/contributions/3396803/
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SM Cross-sections

W and Z bosons 

Top quarks

Higgs bosons

An impressive number of measurements from the LHC Collaborations
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SM cross sections (cont.)
Hands-in-hands with the progress in theory (NNLO revolution)
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Precision EWK measurements

SM Parameter Measurement EW fit
mH [GeV] 125.1±0.2 90±21
mt [GeV] 172.47±0.68 176.4±2.1
mW [GeV] 80.379±0.013 80.354±0.007
sin2𝜽eff 0.23152±0.00016 0.23153±0.00006 

EPJC(2018)78:675

χ2 = 18.4 / 15

With the Higgs mass known, all 
parameters in the EWK sector are  
now fixed. 
Aim to reach the precision of the 
global EW fit with direct  
measurements  

mW at 10 MeV
sin2𝜽eff < 10-4

LHC has the potential to beat the sensitivity 
of LEP/SLD and the Tevatron combinations

arXiv:1902.05142

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-018-6131-3
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W and Z bosons

Display of a W ➜eν event 
recorded in 2011 at 7 TeV
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W-mass
Very challenging at the LHC: 10 MeV precision using ~40 GeV leptons 
Need knowledge of the peak position at 10-4 level 
Not possible to fully reconstruct W mass,  
mW obtained through template fits to pTl and mT 

pTl sensitive to pTW modelling 
mT sensitive to the experimental  
hadronic recoil resolution

arXiv:0901.0512 
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ATLAS W-mass
First LHC W-mass measurement at 7 TeV by ATLAS  

4.7 fb-1 with  <mu>~9; W→e𝜈 and W→𝜇𝜈 channels  

Excellent agreement among e/μ channels, W+/W– and pT,l /mT channels 
The result is consistent with the SM expectation, compatible with the 
world average and competitive with Tevatron

EPJC 78 (2018) 110
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W-mass ancillary measurements

Use clean Z-boson sample to constrain experimental and theoretical 
uncertainties and extrapolate to the W

EPJC77 (2017) 367

JHEP08(2016)159

JHEP09(2014)145
Z pT Angular coefficients

rapidity

Hadronic recoil calibrationLepton scale calibrations
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W-mass uncertainties
Result dominated by the pTl measurement with large QCD uncertainties 

PDF uncertainties on light-quark sea decomposition from u, d, s  
(cs → W fraction) and well as valence-shape uncertainty  
(polarisation effects): W+-W- 

Modelling of small pTW with significant uncertainties; 	  
NNLO+NNLL using W/Z-ratio in disagreement with data: ulII  
Needs fundamental improvements from theory (N3LL, NNLOPS better?)

NNLO+NNLL
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pTW prospects with low-mu data
QCD systematics on pTl  mainly due to uncertainties on pTW  

~2% uncertainty in pTW → ~10MeV in mW 

At 7 TeV limited by hadronic recoil resolution 

Modelled from Z pT data via Pythia8 AZ tune
2.5% uncertainty from Z->W extrapolation 
Same precision achieved by CMS in an 8 TeV 
measurement of the pT(W/Z) ratio

Special low-𝜇 datasets collected in Run 2 

ATLAS/CMS: 380/200 pb-1 at 13TeV, 
260/300 pb-1 at 5TeV; <𝜇>~2 

Low pileup and special detector  
conditions to reach good recoil resolution 
Aim for 1% precision in 5 GeV-bins  
of pTW  at low pT 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2017-021 

JHEP02(2017)096 
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DY cross-sections 7 TeV
Well understood 2011 dataset used for the most precise W+/-, Z  
cross-section measurement at the LHC 

Experimental precision of 0.6, 0.5, and 0.32%  respectively 
Most precise constraints to date on lepton universality in W decays 
Or assume universality to derive 𝝘W =2108±44 MeV (2%)

EPJC77 (2017) 367

EPJC76(2016)11,613
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And PDF constraints

Measurement is sensitive to quark content of the proton 
Used to extract ATLASepWZ16 NNLO  
PDFs in combination with final Hera2 data 
Strangeness enhanced wrt global fits 

Differences between predictions at 
 fixed-order and with qT resummation 

0.5% effect, comparable with exp. precision

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2019-016

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-004

EPJC77 (2017) 367

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2019-016/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-004/
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Multi-Differential DY at 8 TeV
ATLAS 8 TeV measurement as function of dilepton mass mll  and 
rapidity yll and cosθ∗ in the Collins–Soper frame 
Sensitive to PDFs as well as sin2 θW  through forward-backward 
asymmetry AFB

JHEP 12 (2017) 059
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DY Cross-sections ratios
Drell-Yan cross-sections measured by ATLAS/CMS at different 
com energies: 13/8/7/5.02/2.76 TeV 

Allows for powerful SM check from cross-section ratios 
Strong sensitivity to PDFs

EPJC76 (2016) 469

JHEP 02 (2017) 117
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DY at 13 TeV
SM
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Two differential Z cross-section measurements at 13 TeV from CMS 
As a function of mll, probing the photon induced contribution at high mass
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As a function of pTll, yll and ɸ*; probing the production dynamics

http://arxiv.org/abs/1812.10529
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sin2𝜽W

Drell-Yan cross-section can be decomposed into 9 harmonic 
polynomials

Parity-violating A4 term 
sensitive to sin2𝜃feff 

Related to sin2𝜃W by radiative corrections: sin2𝜃feff=sin2𝜃W Kf(s,t) 

Directly related to the forward-backward asymmetry;  
in full phase-space  AFB = 3/8 A4  

PLB750(2015)154JHEP08(2016)159

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269315006620?via=ihub
https://arxiv.org/ct?url=https://dx.doi.org/10.1007/JHEP08%25282016%2529159&v=7d89ac6e
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Multi-Differential Z->ll

AFB is a parton-level effect that we measure at proton level 
Introduces a strong dependence on PDFs 

Quark direction estimated from Z rapidity 
Z mainly originate from valence  
 quarks and have large x than antiquarks 
Creates a “dilution of the asymmetry,  
 larger at central rapidities

Central leptons (|η|<2.4/2.5) 
High statistics, helpful to constrain PDFs 

Central-forward leptons (2.5<|ηe|<4.9) 
Unique to ATLAS, high sensitivity   
Challenging calibrations and large backgrounds

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-004

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-004/
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CMS sin2𝜽W

Angular event-weighted AFB to 
improve statistical uncertainty 
and reduce impact of efficiency 
and acceptance uncertainties  
Measurement by statistical 
uncertainties in data and MC 
Templates built from Powheg 
MC and NNPDF3.0 
EW corrections introduced 
only as uncertainty

EPJC78(2018)701 

CMS measurement of AFB asymmetry in Collins-Soper frame 
at 8 TeV in 12 reconstructed mll,yll bins 

increasing yll
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ATLAS sin2𝜽W

ATLAS followed a different approach 
Pi(cos𝜃CS, 𝜙CS) are folded to detector level 

Fit reconstructed cos𝜃CS, 𝜙CS, mll, yll distributions in 12 mll, yll bins 

Extract A4 in full decay lepton phase space 

JHEP08(2016)159 

Predictions at NNLO QCD with 
DYTURBO (optimised DYRES) 

EW corrections tabulated with DIZET 
and applied as k-factors 

Cross-check of extraction with AFB from 
the triple-differential measurement
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Uncertainties

Measurement uncertainty 36 x 10-5 
Central-forward as precise as CC combination 

Smaller dilution at high yZ
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Results

ATLAS-CONF-2018-037

CMS: sin2θeff = 0.23101 ± 0.00036 (stat) ± 0.00018 (syst) ± 0.00016 (th) ± 0.00031 (PDF)  

ATLAS: sin2θeff = 0.23140 ± 0.00021 (stat) ± 0.00016 (syst) ± 0.00024 (PDF) 

Measurements dominated by stat and PDF uncertainties

(0.16% precision)

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2018-037/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2018-037/
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PDFs and sin2𝜽W

PDF uncertainties are constrained in the interpretation of AFB,A4→ 
sin2𝜃feff exploiting their different dependence on mll, yll  

ATLAS using profiling of the Hessian eigenvectors 
CMS using Bayesian reweighing 

PDFs remain the largest source of uncertainty 
CMS: PDF syst ±31, spread among sets ~65 [10-5]  

ATLAS: PDF syst ±24, spread among sets ~28 [10-5]  

Work ongoing within the LHCEWWG to 
 benchmark different global fits and  
provide correlations between different PDFs
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Top quarks

Display of a ttbar dileptonic candidate recorded in 2016
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Top-pair cross-sections

Measured at different energies, dependence as a 
function of √s in agreement with theory  

Highest precision:  
 dilepton and l+jets  
 channels ~4%, 
similar to theory 
prediction 

Good agreement with  
 NNLO+NNLL  
 calculations  
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 ttbar cross-sections at 13 TeV

 σtt = 826.4 ± 3.6 (stat) ± 11.5 (syst) ± 15.7 (lumi) ± 1.9 (beam) pb 
 (2.4% !!) 

New 13 TeV measurement of inclusive 
and differential ttbar cross-sections in 
the dileptonic channel  
Simultaneous extraction of σtt & efficiency 
to select, reconstruct and b-tag a jet in 
events with exactly 1 or 2 b-jets 

Inclusive 
measurement limited 
by luminosity and 
beam energy; 
differential by stat 
and MC modelling 

Cross section ratios determined to <4% 
precision 

ATLAS-CONF-2019-041 
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Top quark mass 

Fundamental parameter in the SM 
Direct measurement from reconstructed top 
decay products 

MC mass mtMC (as defined in the Monte Carlo) 
Highest sensitivity, now below 500 MeV (<0.3% 
precision) 
Hard to improve without improved  
understanding of non-perturbative effects in MC 

Indirect measurements from sensitive 
observables (e.g. ttbar cross-sections)+theory 

Use a well defined scheme (e.g. mtpole, mt(mt)) 
Approaching <1 GeV precision 

Combinations of different measurements 
exploits anti-correlation in the uncertainties 
 to constrain them
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Direct measurements
Recostruction of top decays in fully leptonic, 
semi-leptonic and fully hadronic channels 
Top MC mass extracted from  template fits 

Simultaneous determination of the dominant 
uncertainty from jet energy scale (JSF) 

New CMS 13 TeV measurement in all-jets channel 
Dominated by color reconnection and jet 
energy flavour response uncertainties

mt = 172.25 ± 0.08 (stat+JSF) ± 0.62 (syst) GeV 
EPJC 79 (2019) 313 
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Indirect measurements
Mass dependence of predicted cross section allows 
determining mt from measured σ(tt)  

ATLAS extracted mtpole at 8 TeV from a  
ttbar+1 jet cross-sections and NLO theory 

Measurement dominated by MC modelling and scale uncertainties

arXiv:1905.02302

(0.7%)
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Indirect measurements

Lepton differential distributions at 8TeV can 
achieve a very precise measurement of the 
pole mass and simultaneously constrain PDFs

(1.15%)

Dominated by data statistics and lepton 
systematics after constraining theory 
scales 
New 13 TeV measurement using inclusive 
σ(tt) and NNLO+NNLL theory achieves

EPJC77 (2017) 804
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Indirect measurements

Recent CMS measurement of triple-differential 
(mtt,ytt,njets) ttbar cross-sections in the dilepton 
channel at 13 TeV 

Used in a simultaneous extraction of mt, 𝜶S 
and the gluon PDF using NLO theory

arXiv:1904.05237

(0.5%)
(1.85%)
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Higgs bosons

Display of a H(➜ZZ➜μμee) 
candidate recorded in 2017 
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mH is the last parameter to fully determine the SM  
SM Higgs cross-section and BRs depend on it (but not Yukawas) 
Measured from mass peaks from the high-resolution channels: 4l and γγ  

Run1 ATLAS/CMS combination still reference measurement 

Mass measurements at 13 TeV 
ATLAS combination of 4l and γγ: mH = 124.97 ± 0.24 GeV 

CMS 4l channel: mH = 125.26 ± 0.21 GeV 

mH = 125.09 ± 0.24 GeV = ± 0.21 (stat.) ± 0.11(syst.) GeV 

JHEP11(2017)047 PLB784(2018)345

(0.2%)

(Syst. dominated)
(Stat and Syst comparable)

Higgs mass
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Higgs cross-sections
Inclusive, fiducial differential and STXS cross-section measurements 

Obtained from the statistical combination of the high stat. channels

Total cross-section ~5% precision 
In good agreement with theory  
(NLO–3NLO QCD+ NLO EW) 
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And Higgs couplings

Measurement of the couplings properties of the Higgs boson are 
key to further understand the nature of the Higgs boson  
With the observation ggF and VBF in Run-1, VH and ttH in 2018, 
all major Higgs production modes observed 

7% to 15% level precision on the  
couplings including fermion Yukawas 
independent measurement  
of the b, top and tau Yukawas 

ATLAS-CONF-2019-005

arXiv:1809.10733 
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Towards the future

Major challenge for the experiments 
Major experiment upgrades to improve radiation hardness, 
replace ageing detectors and extend their lifetime 
Provide handles to mitigate pileup and maintain trigger acceptance

pile-up: 55-60 140-200 

With the HL-LHC we aim to explore the known particle physics landscape 
3ab-1 at HL-LHC will allow to trade statistics for systematics
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physics prospects

mW: 30% reduction of PDF uncertainty 
with extended tracker. 4 MeV with  
HL-LHC PDF sets. 2 MeV with LHeC. 

sin2θW: 15x10-5 uncertainty can 
be achieved (at each experiment 
ATLAS, CMS and LHCb). 8x10-5 

using LHeC PDFs. 

mt: 200 MeV for direct determinations 
and with alternative method (e.g. J/
Psi) <1 GeV for indirect methods but 
need to clarify interpretation

mh: 15x10-5 uncertainty can be 
achieved (at each experiment 
ATLAS, CMS and LHCb). 8x10-5 

using LHeC PDFs. 

EPJC74 (2014) 3046 
HL-LHC YR 1902.00134 

Higgs: 20 MeV uncertainty on 
the mass and few % precision 
on the coupling structure 
(assuming halved theory unc.). 
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Summary
LHC experiments reaching unprecedented precision matching 
or exceeding our expectations 

W boson mass to 0.02% and top quark mass to 0.3%  
Weak Mixing angle approaching Tevatron sensitivity 
Start of the precision era in the gauge sector 

Higgs and multi-boson measurements with <10% uncertainties 

Will theory be up to the task? 
Advances beyond QCD (N)NLO crucial 
NLO EW effects cannot be ignored 
PDF (and 𝜶S) uncertainties often dominant 

Power corrections and renormalon ambiguities 
Remarkable opportunities for precision physics with the 
Run2 of the LHC and the HL-LHC
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Backup
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W-mass

The effect on mW of using the “formally” more accurate predictions has a significant 
impact on the W-mass value of the order of 50-100 MeV 

The Pythia8 AZ tune is fixed by the pTZ data; extrapolate to W considering relative 
variations of the W and Z pT distributions. 

Resummed predictions (DYRES, ResBos, CuTe) and Powheg MiNLO+Pythia8 were 
tried but they predict harder W pT spectrum for a given pT (Z) spectrum. 
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W-mass

NNLL resummed predictions and Powheg+MiNLO strongly disfavoured by the data 
however PS MC are in a good agreement; tested using Pythia8 , Herwig7 and 
Powheg+Pythia8 

To validate the choice of Pythia8 AZ for the baseline, use u||l distribution which is very 
sensitive to the underlying pTW distribution 

provide a data-driven validation of the accuracy of our Pythia8 AZ model and 
compare to other calculations 
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Single top cross-sections
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Ttbar spin correlations
arxiv:1901.05407
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Ttbar spin correlations


